
GHX ePay

A Smarter Approach  
to Accounts Receivable

GHX ePay helps reduce payment complexity with a unified platform

Designed specifically for the healthcare industry, ePay provides a unified payment platform to help 
Accounts Receivable (AR) work smarter, while also addressing the needs of your customers. This 
unsurpassed electronic payment technology can help you move toward a touchless, order-to-cash 
system with streamlined processes so you can focus on growth.
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Automated Exception Handling

Up to 100% digital invoices*

90% faster approval cycles*       90% prompt payments*

Average DSO from 47 to 15 days**

Benefits of ePay

• Automates and streamlines your AR process
• Reduces costly payment fees
• Helps you reduce DSO and better manage working capital
• Gives you more control over early-pay discounts

Move closer to a touchless, order-to-cash system

Imagine a future where your operations could be automated from order to invoicing to receivables to cash. 
With ePay, it’s becoming a reality.



GHX: A Platform with Mutual Value 

With GHX ePay, your customers are positioned to drive their financial goals along with you—leveraging an 
efficient process via a single platform to achieve prompt payments.

One-of-a-kind global network 
of healthcare trading partners

20+ Years in the making 19K+Healthcare Provider 
Facilities / 600+Suppliers

GHX ePay allows you to

• Reconcile payments with ease
• Achieve an average DSO of 15 days or less
• Reduce costly fees

• Receive predictable payments via a single 
portal with customized business data

  See how much you could save with the GHX ROI Calculator
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*GHX internal statistics. Actual customer results may vary and are dependent on a variety of factors, including the level of customer 
engagement with GHX’s payment and invoicing tools.

**B2B Payments Innovation Readiness, Feb 2021

https://www.ghx.com/invoice-and-payment-suppliers/#calculate-roi
https://www.pymnts.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/PYMNTS-AMEXB2B-Playbook-February-2021.pdf

